Being verbally attacked?
I see so much on facebook where people feel they have the right to attack others, gain power, be abusive
for their beliefs or it has triggered in them a moment where they felt less of a person and so feel the need to
strike out. Well the answer is that if you see the situation for what it is you have a choice what you do, feed
the negative energy or heal the attachment that attracted the lesson. Often the person is looking for healing
and is often annoyed by what you put because they come from a place of lack. They often take good
intentions the wrong way because all they see is a similar person has hurt them and your next on the list
because your healing message made them look at their problems and so to stop they attack. For even
though they attack, claim to be right or just ignorant and don’t want to really listen to anything but
themselves, they are also a person who comes from a world of pain. For if not they wouldn’t be attacking,
if loved they wouldn’t be ignorant, if not of ego they would be sharing in the experience and wanting to
learn but attack is best policy for then not focused on them. So what do most people do about such people,
they attack back, becoming what the person wants and needs attention. We start to think our way is right,
and so start to become ego. We become the victim, like they are and start to say how bad it was to be
attacked. No person can attack someone who comes from a place of non lack. For a vibration must come
from you in first place to allow a person to pull on the strings that upset you, for if was not worried, we
would not even be bothered what people think or have attachment. Ask why attracted and don’t become
what the person wants from you attention. Everyone gives you an opportunity to learn, some in extreme
cases but it is what we do in those situations that maketh the person. For we have a choice to let the
problem flow, attach and create more worries. What you feed will get stronger, why entertain a situation
that is negative for pride sake. BY loving yourself, you will see why attracted and so can help to make you
clearer of such negativity inside. For we all can play the victim, give our power so others can use to attack
us, or be strong that we are supported we are love and chose the situation to clear out past pain we hold
onto. I know which one I would rather do an d always know that such people attract lessons to do with
what give out and always, always have to answer for what they say. But some are just reflecting the pain
given out by our bodies, for only when we receive pain do we do something about it. So don’t tell the
world, so that more friends can feed your lines and create more problems and more people to hurt you.
And don’t be what you hate the person who did to you be a bully and attacker.
Life is a two way experience and so unless you truly know why someone acts like they do, then everyone
has the right to talk but you have the right to put out information that may cause a reaction. So if you want
to help, then be prepared that some may not want your help and will attack, but by keep vibrating love in
your message, then you have no attachment to what people think or do with your message but if you put
the message on to help others, then you come from needing help yourself, which is a lack and so will be
open to what people say and do.
So if anyone wants to have a go, I will be material and rip your head off, ha ha...with a little love and
kindness, be good to each other and come from a place of sharing, for then you will find those who would
like to share because they come from place themselves..
Love, light & peace always
steve

